HP 50g Graphing Calculator

The ultimate graphing calculator for surveying, engineering, math and
science professionals and students is even better. The new HP 50g graphing
calculator features an SD card slot with formatting functions, RPN~,
Algebraic and Textbook data entry, the largest high-contrast screen with
more usable space than ever, serial port and USB and connectivity. Plus, HP
Solve, structured programming and Computer Algebra System (CAS). You
also get the reassurance of award-winning HP support 24-hours a day.

Massive 2.5MB total memory—512KB RAM plus 2MB flash ROM
for performing future upgrades

Easily perform complex arithmetic and calculus functions
with advanced Computer Algebra System (CAS)

Equation library and 2300+ built-in functions—ideal for both
professionals and students
FREE USB connectivity kit with USB cable, connectivity software
and pouch included
Choose RPN, Textbook and Algebraic entry and customize data
with four font sizes and styles
Enhanced HP keypad with re-definable keyboard and menu keys
allows for reduced keying errors

HP Solve application allows you to type and store an
equation then use to solve any variable

SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number

F2229AA

Processor and Display
Display

Adjustable contrast, 9 lines x 33 characters + 2-line header + 1-line menu, 131 x 80 pixels

Display Type

LCD

System Logic and Keyboard
Entry System Logic

RPN; Algebraic; Textbook

Menus/Prompts

Yes

Keyboard

Alphanumeric

Functions

Advanced functions

+, -, x, ÷, ?, 1/x, +/-, In, ex, x?y; yx, LOG, 10x, x2, %, ? , n!; Fractions; Degrees, radians, or grads mode; Trigonometric functions/inverses;
Hyperbolics/inverses; HP Solve application (root finder); Numeric Integration; Symbolic Integration; Numeric differentiation; Symbolic differentiation;
Complex number of functions; Polynomial root finder, Taylor series; Absolute value, round; Integer, & fractional part of a number; Modulo function,
floor, ceiling; CAS system

Power and Battery
Power supply

AAA x 4 + CR2032

Power off memory protection

Yes

Compliance and Exam Approval
Best used for

Engineering; Computer science; Surveying; Trigonometry; Statistics; Geometry; Biology; Chemistry; Physics

Dimensions and Weight
Weight

196 g

Dimensions

8.8 x 2.5 x 18.4 cm

What's Included
What's in the box

Calculator, batteries, user manual, pouch, USB cable, and CD with connectivity software and advanced user guide

For more information, please visit www.hp.eu/calculators
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